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Download Supporting Software

Download the Bolt Bootloader UI program, example program and Bolt Development
Platform library from www.quteess.com/bolt.

Please note that the supporting software will be updated from time to time and can be
accessed through the QUT EESS website or the GitHub
(github.com/QUT-EESS-org/libRobotDev).
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Create Your .hex File

There are many ways to write and compile your program - the most commonly used
methods supported by this tutorial are: makefile compilation, command line compilation
and AVR Studio compilation.
To use the makefile and command line compilation methods, please ensure that you’ve set
up your computer for WINAVR GCC compiling - as is done in the CAB202 and ENB244
units at QUT. If you haven’t please refer to the setup guide at
www.quteess.com/resources. Once this is complete, move to your working directory and
type ”make” to compile, ”make warning” to compile with verbose warnings or ”make
clean” to remove the .hex and .o files. NOTE: Ensure that your file structure follows
that of the supplied example program. The commands to manually compile via command
line are:
• avr-gcc -mmcu=at90usb1286 -O3 -DF CPU=16000000UL -std=c99 main.c -o obj.o
• avr-objcopy -O ihex obj.o runme.hex
Note that the above method expects all files to be dumped in the one directory. Also
please rewrite the commands manually into terminal - don’t just copy and paste.
AVR Studio can be used - just remember to select the AT90USB1286 as your device.
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Bootloader UI

The Bolt runs a custom-made bootloader that operates via USB. The functionality is
much the same as the Teensy2.0 GUI. To upload code, open the Bootloader UI and press
the reset button on the Bolt.

Open the Bootloader UI press the reset button on the Bolt. The Bootloader UI should
inform you that it detects the Bolt. Once the Bolt is detected, as shown below, press the
”Open File” button.
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Navigate to your .hex file, select it and press open.

If the .hex file has successfully parsed, the below text will be shown, telling you the
percentage of flash memory currently used. Once this is complete select either manual or
automatic upload and your Bolt will now have your program in flash.
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Restarting the Bolt

The Bolt should automatically restart and your program should boot. Sometimes
anti-virus and similar software prevent such features - if this is the case simply turn the
Bolt on and off.

Support
If you’re having trouble using the Bolt please direct all questions to projects@quteess.com
or alternatively see a member of the QUT EESS Project group in person.
The Bootloader and Bootloader UI were written completely by Jerrold Luck - all inquiries
regarding his wizardry should also be directed to projects@quteess.com.
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